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What is AI?



Artificial Intelligence



Machine Learning



Deep Learning



Benefits of AI – Delivers value



AI in healthcare



AI in healthcare



AI Patenting in Life Sciences



Inventions created by using AI



Case Study – Medical Diagnosis

• Deep learning algorithm trained on
extensive set of images annotated by
experts

• Conventional approach limited by
user’s ability to identify features
deemed important

• New system allows recognition of
features, which may not be intuitive
even to expert!



Patent Filing Strategy

Should claims to new
diagnostic methods

be pursued?

Patentable?

Value?

Alternatives?



Case Study – Process Chemistry



Inventorship…

“….is one of the muddiest concepts in the muddy metaphysics of
the patent law”

Mueller Brass Co v. Reading Industrial Company (1972)

Inventorship errors, i.e. naming the wrong inventor either by
inclusion or omission, can render a patent invalid

Assessment should be made using established legal principals

• Inventorship ≠ Authorship



Inventorship determination

Inventor is the person who “conceived” the invention

“Formation in the mind of the inventor, of a definite and permanent
idea of the complete and operative invention, as it is thereafter to be
applied in practice”

“Reduction to practice” does not equate to conception



Patent Laws do not (presently) recognise machines as inventors

Parallels to selfie-taking monkey copyright case?

Who should be named on the patent application?

• Data set providers

• AI software and hardware developers

• Individuals that decided to apply AI to data set

• Individuals that configured/trained/implemented AI

• Individuals that recognised invention

Beware of multi-party contributions and impact on IP ownership!

Inventorship if AI involved in creation



Longer term impact on patentability?

Article 56 EPC

“An invention shall be considered as involving an inventive step if, having
regard to the state of the art, it is not obvious to a person skilled in the art”

Article 83 EPC

“The European patent application shall disclose the invention in a manner
sufficiently clear and complete for it to be carried out by a person skilled in
the art”



Inventions directed to AI
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Is it patentable and inventive?

AI

Tools

Technical

Implementations

Applied Functions



Alice decision creates tension with AI patents because the goal of AI is
often to replicate human activity.

Blue Spike, LLC v. Google Inc., applying the Alice:

patent claims covered a general purpose computer
implementation of “an abstract idea long undertaken
within the human mind” because they sought to model
“the highly effective ability of humans to identify and
recognize a signal” on a computer.

- AI invention excluded under 35 USC 101

Is it patentable and inventive?



Who is the infringer?
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Where is the infringer?
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What to claim?

Adapted AI
algorithms and

specific technical
implementations

AI system software
configuration

Implementation of
AI system receiving
inputs/controlling

outputs

AI system  in
combination with

sensors and control
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input
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operation of
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Trained model in
software and data

outputs
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End user-
implementation

Network of
apparatus

implementing AI
system

Specific outputs of
trained AI systems



Proving infringement

In disclosure -
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Summary

IP implications regardless of whether used as enabling tool or core
technology

Important to understand role(s) AI may play in relation to IP generation

Cross-discipline approach will help develop comprehensive strategy

Rapidly developing area and patent systems expected to evolve…
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